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interest in the subject-matter must either be admitted or proved
before immunity from the jurisdiction will be recognized.
A somewhat similar situation arose in Juan Tsmael &_
jnc   V- Indonesian Government* where the facts were these:
Co. v.  «crs__~————~~*^	"Tir"r	•'-—"~"*
Indonesian Tfe owners of a vessel issued a writ in rem^ addressed to all parties
OOVmna interested, by which they claimed that legal possession of the vessel
should be decreed in their favour. The Indonesian Republic, to whom
the vessel had been chartered under a charter party now expired,
moved to set the writ aside on the ground that their agent had made a
contract with the owners' agent for the purchase of the vessel.
The Privy Council rejected this claim to immunity, being
satisfied that the contractual title claimed was 'manifestly
defective', since the owners' agent, as the agent of the Republic
well knew, had no authority to sell the vessel.
Test pro-     As regards the burden of proof imposed upon a sovereign
posed by State which claims an interest in the subject-matter of an action
between third parties, the Board expressed the following
opinion:
*The sovereign State is not bound as a condition of obtaining
immunity to prove its title to the interest claimed, but it must produce
evidence to satisfy the court that its claim is not merely illusory, nor
founded on a title manifestly defective. The court must be satisfied
that conflicting rights have to be decided in relation to the foreign
Government's claim. When the court reaches that point it must decline
to decide the rights and must stay the action, but it ought not to stay
the action before that point is reached.*2
It is submitted with respect that this is guidance of doubtful
value. A manifestly defective title as in the instant case is one
thing, but whether the title is illusory may be more difficult to
determine. The title claimed by the* Italian Government in
Haile Selassie's case can scarcely be described as illusory, and
yet, rightly it is submitted, the Court of Appeal refused to
apply the doctrine of immunity. Again, as Lord Denning asked
when referring in a later case to the statement of the Privy
Council: 'What degree of evidence is needed for this purpose ?
And if the foreign Government produces some evidence, is it
not open to the plaintiff to displace it?'3 In truth, the line
between substantial and unsubstantial claims defies precise
definition, and it seems preferable in the interests of common
1	[1955] A.C. 72. See discussion in 4 /. &f C.L.Q, 469;18 M.L.R. 184.
2	Ibid., at pp. 89-90.
3	Ra&imtoola v. Nizam of Hyderabad, [1958] A.C. 379, at p. 416.

